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Guru Nanak-Roopinder Singh 2004-01-01 This book studies the life and the teachings of Guru Nanak, as reflected in his compositions. Special stress has been laid on discussing the morning prayer, Japji, the establishment of the institutions of sangat and langar and messages for improving the status of women. The book is profusely illustrated with reproductions of rare eighteenth century miniature paintings and
line drawings, including a series from a Janamsakhi that has never been published before.It also has maps depicting the travels of Guru Nanak.

A Critical Study of The Life and Teachings of Sri Guru Nanak Dev-Sewaram Thapar 2019-06-10 The importance of Sikh History is being felt more and more keenly every day. Sikhism as one of the religious systems of the world, perhaps has the most recent origin and yet the remarkable progress which it made in the land of its birth within three short centuries is quite unique. The year 2019 is a special one for
Sikhs around the world as it marks the 550th Birth Anniversary of the founder of Sikhism, Sri Guru Nanak Dev ji. With an effort to celebrate this year, we have reproduced this worthy book so that we can learn about Sri Guru Nanak Dev ji's life and teachings and tread on a path of righteousness, truth and devotion. The book has the following chapters pertaining to the Guru's life - - Birth and times - Early Life Business - Resignation - First Disciple and Companion - Travels - A Few Anecdotes from His Travels - Last Days and Death - The Creed of Guru Nanak - The Church of Guru Nanak - The Method of Guru Nanak - The Personality of Guru Nanak.

Guru Nanak Devji and Sikh History in Murals-Sohan Singh Khalsa 2004 It is a biography of Guru Nanak Devji in Murals that depicts the entire life of Nanak Devji. The book is profusely illustrated with pictures. These pictures/murals drawn on the walls, a rare and precious history of the Sikhs which are painted on the walls of the historic building of Baba Atal, Sri Amritsar Saheb. The other half of the book
gives a brief and concise history of the Gurus, the Sikhs and Sikhism, the Khals and the Panth and of the embodiment of SHABAD and the BANI.

Life of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Jee-Sāhiba Siṅgha 2002 Guru Nanak, 1469-1538, first guru of the Sikhs.

Sikh History in Australia-Crystal Jordan 2019-07-24 On the 550th Birth Anniversary of SRI GURU NANAK DEV JI Dedicated to the indefatigable spirit of perseverance of Australian Sikh Pioneers who by virtue of their dedication, commitment, honest livelihood, professional skills and services rendered to the people not only won over the hearts of Australian people but were also credited with introducing and
establishing the Sikh Religion on the soil of Australia. Description: Over the last thirty-four years or so Len Kenna and Crystal Jordan have travelled across Australia, England and India, researching and collecting information, photographs and material from individuals and private and public collections and have published 15 books on Australian Indian History as well as numerous articles and radio and other
interviews.This book examines the Sikh Migrants who migrated to Australia from the 1840's until the start of the Immigration Restriction Act 1901 known as the White Australia Policy. It explains the difficulties that they faced on arriving in Australia, their employment opportunities as well as their religious, social and sporting lives.It also explains how the largest self-funded migration of non-white people to
Australia, overcame 19th Century Australian racist attitudes, and became well liked and respected members of the communities in which they lived. Many of these Sikh Migrants returned to India after spending a number of years in Australia, and lived the rest of their lives in financial security, while others lived in Australia until they died, dependent upon the good graces of the many Australian friends they made,
to care for the in their old age. Some Sikhs married or lived with white Australian or Aboriginal women who bore them children. As a result of this they developed a family structure and enjoyed the comfort of a stable life.

A Critical Study of the Life and Teachings of Sri Guru Nanak Dev-Sewaram Singh Thapar 1904

Guru Nanak Dev-Prithīpāla Siṅgha Kapūra 1987

The History of Sikh Gurus-Prithi Pal Singh 2006 Product Dimensions: 20.1 x 13.2 x 0.6 inches Description: It is a history book covering the life-span, deeds, important events in the life of the ten Sikh Gurus and necessary details of the eleventh and the last guru, Shri Guru Granth Sahibji. Written in simple and lucid style it makes an easy and interesting reading. Though the book is meant for all age groups, the
focus is on the youth of today, for, the moral and ethical values which the book imparts leaves everlasting message for the readers. The book conveys a message of brotherhood, respect, compassion and empathy for and towards all. It also conveys that all human beings are equal, irrespective of colour, cast, creed, gender and should be treated as humans. The book is a must-read for all who have interest in the
history of Sikh Gurus.

Ten Sikh Gurus-The sacrificial life-Ashish Dhyani 2021-11-21 The purpose of this book is to provide some basic knowledge of Sikhism. The sacrificial life of Sikh gurus and their philosophy. Their immense dedication and devotion to the service of humanity have set the paradigm in the history of mankind. Sikhism is known for the sacrifice and their pious teachings are there for the benefit of humankind. Sikhism
is not a very old religion, in fact, this is known as one of the newest religions of the world but it is considered as one of the dedicated religions to the service of humankind and a pious path to find God within. To my knowledge, Sikhs' holy book “Adi-Ganth Sahib Ji” is the only holy religious book that gave the largest place to the hymns and prayers of spiritual gurus of other faith. This book will help in understanding
the Sikhism and life of their ten Gurus at prima facie. I hope this book will be helpful for the new seekers, those who want to know about Sikhism, also to the children who are just beginning to learn. Happy reading.

History of Sikh Gurus Retold: 1469-1606 C.E-Surjit Singh Gandhi 2007 The Impulse Behind The Study In Hand Was The Longing To Find Adequate Answers To Certain Vital Questions What Exactly Does Sikhism Stand For? Why Was It Originated And Developed By Guru Nanak And His Nine Successors? How Did It Strike Roots Among People? What Institutions And Structures The Gurus Evolved To Highlight
And Escalate It? What Type Of Praxis Of Man And Society Gurus Visualized? How Was It Different From Contemporary Religious Systems Islam, Hinduism, Sahajyana, Buddhism, Nathism, Bhakti System Etc.? Was It A Synthesis Of Different Traits Of Different Religions? Was It A Syncretism Of Hindu And Muslim Cultures Or Was It An Independent System? Did Sikhism Purport To Design To Raise Itself On Premises
Different From The Ones Which Formed The Foundations Of Hindu Or Other Societies? Was It Merely Reformist Movement Aiming At Certain Targets Within Time And Space Or A Distinct Spirito-Social Process To Urge The People To March Towards Integrated Development Both At Micro And Macro Levels? What Was The True Nature Of Supreme Reality As Conceived By The Gurus? How Is This Related With The
Universe Including Man And How Does It Permeate, Pervade And Operate The Whole Universe? What Type Of Society Conforms To God S Will And How Was Its Consummation Possible? Which Models Of Polity And Social Edifice Were Recommended By The Gurus? Is Sikhism A Life-Affirming Dispensation Or Life-Negating Philosophy? Why Was Structural Bonding Of Religion And Politics Effected And
Institutionalised? What Is The Place Of Sikhism In The Comity Of Religions And How It Is Relevant To Challenges Of The Present-Day World? Such Questions And A Lot More Being Vital And Crucial For The Understanding Of The Role Of Gurus And Their Dispensation, Have Been Fully Taken Cognizance Of In The Present Study.

The Revolution of Guru Nanak-Dīwāna Siṅgha 1993

History of Sikh Gurus Retold: 1606-1708 C.E-Surjit Singh Gandhi 2007 The Impulse Behind The Study In Hand Was The Longing To Find Adequate Answers To Certain Vital Questions What Exactly Does Sikhism Stand For? Why Was It Originated And Developed By Guru Nanak And His Nine Successors? How Did It Strike Roots Among People? What Institutions And Structures The Gurus Evolved To Highlight
And Escalate It? What Type Of Praxis Of Man And Society Gurus Visualized? How Was It Different From Contemporary Religious Systems Islam, Hinduism, Sahajyana, Buddhism, Nathism, Bhakti System Etc.? Was It A Synthesis Of Different Traits Of Different Religions? Was It A Syncretism Of Hindu And Muslim Cultures Or Was It An Independent System? Did Sikhism Purport To Design To Raise Itself On Premises
Different From The Ones Which Formed The Foundations Of Hindu Or Other Societies? Was It Merely Reformist Movement Aiming At Certain Targets Within Time And Space Or A Distinct Spirito-Social Process To Urge The People To March Towards Integrated Development Both At Micro And Macro Levels? What Was The True Nature Of Supreme Reality As Conceived By The Gurus? How Is This Related With The
Universe Including Man And How Does It Permeate, Pervade And Operate The Whole Universe? What Type Of Society Conforms To God S Will And How Was Its Consummation Possible? Which Models Of Polity And Social Edifice Were Recommended By The Gurus? Is Sikhism A Life-Affirming Dispensation Or Life-Negating Philosophy? Why Was Structural Bonding Of Religion And Politics Effected And
Institutionalised? What Is The Place Of Sikhism In The Comity Of Religions And How It Is Relevant To Challenges Of The Present-Day World? Such Questions And A Lot More Being Vital And Crucial For The Understanding Of The Role Of Gurus And Their Dispensation, Have Been Fully Taken Cognizance Of In The Present Study.

Recent Debates in Sikh Studies-J. S. Grewal 2011

Eternal Glory of Guru Nanak-Brig. Partap Singh Jaspal 2019-08-28 Brigadier Partap Singh Jaspal (Retd.) is a direct, intimate and lifelong disciple of Baba Nand Singh Ji Maharaj. He had the most blessed privilege of having Direct Darshans of Baba Nand Singh Ji Maharaj, of sitting at His Lotus Feet, of intimate personal talk and Service of the great Divinity, of Direct initiation by Baba Ji Himself into the realm of
Divine Nam Daan and of tasting the Bliss of the House of Guru Nanak at His Lotus Feet. His father, Sardar Sahib Sardar Narinder Singh, IPS (Retd.), was a most highly decorated police officer for Gallantry in the country. He was a most devoted, a most close and intimate and most beloved disciple of Baba Nand Singh Ji Maharaj. Brigadier Partap Singh Jaspal’s sole passion and ambition of life was and continues to
be to share the precious treasure of divinity which he inherited directly from his Divine Master Baba Nand Singh Ji and from his most worshippable father Baba Narinder Singh Ji with all the children of the sole Beloved Lord. This labour of love, a tribute at the lotus Feet of supreme Divinity, founder of the Sikh Religion, Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji, is a natural outcome of this passion.

Guru Nanak 255 Success Facts - Everything You Need to Know about Guru Nanak-Irene Delgado 2014-06-07 At last it's here: Guru Nanak! This book is your ultimate resource for Guru Nanak. Here you will find the most up-to-date 255 Success Facts, Information, and much more. In easy to read chapters, with extensive references and links to get you to know all there is to know about Guru Nanak's Early
life, Career and Personal life right away. A quick look inside: Guru Gobind Singh, Humility - Sikhism, Jagat Narain - Confrontation with Bhindranwale, Guru Nanak - Succession, Batala - Schools and colleges, Panj Pyare, Ahmadiyya - With Sikhism, Bhai Vir Singh - Works, Religious festival - Sikh religious festivals, Sikhism - Liberation, Hinduism and Sikhism - History of similarities and differences, List of places
named after Guru Nanak Dev - Others, Fatehabad, Punjab - Historical importance, History of Sikhism - Sikh Empire, Sikh Gurus, Akbar - Religious policy, Panipat - Schools, Sikhism - Ceremonies and customs, Bhai Bala, Guru Angad, Yogi Bhajan - Aquarian age timeline, Sri Shirdi Saibaba Mahathyam - Plot, Misogyny - Sikhism, Sikhism in Belgium - Gurdwaras, Harmandir Sahib - Celebrations at the Harmandir
Sahib, Idolatry in Sikhism - Guru Nanak, Nanakshahi calendar, Sikh Rehat Maryada - Sikh living, Hemu - Social environment, Religious pluralism - Sikhism, Sikhism in the United Arab Emirates, Gurdwara Janam Asthan, Punjab, Pakistan - Major attractions, New Delhi - Culture, Islam and Sikhism - Differences between Islam and Sikhism, Humanitarian response by non-governmental organizations to the 2010 Haiti
earthquake - Canada, Adi Granth - Composition, Nankana Sahib - History, Sikh - Art and culture, Prohibitions in Sikhism - Violation of prohibitions, and much more...

Journal of Sikh Studies- 2005

Life Story of Baba Nand Singh Ji of Kaleran (Nanaksar)-H. S. Doabia 1981 Life and teachings of Nand Singh, 1872-1943, Sikh religious leader.

Panjab Past and Present- 2004

VIRTUES COMMUNE-Prof. Darshan Singh Khalsa 2004-12-01 There have been attempts to sponsor some psuedo Sikh writers to author some books in India and abroad to denigrate Islam and depict ,Mughal rulers as traditionally antiSikh. To prevent these mischievious elements from creating rifts and differences between Sikhs and the Muslims, and to discourage any further twisting and falsifying the noble Sikh
history of nearly 500 years, the historic facts have been put straight for the readers through this book.

Janamsakhis-Harish Dhillon 2015-08-01 Janamsakhis, as the name suggests, are stories that claim to reveal the life of the first Guru, Nanak Dev, in a chronological manner. The earliest known Janamsakhi dates back to 1658, nearly 120 years after the death of Guru Nanak in 1539. None of the Janamsakhis can claim to be the most authentic or authoritative version as, through the years, each chronicler of the
Guru’s life has added and altered the narrative according to the need of the times. In this volume, Dr Harish Dhillon has chosen the twenty most inspiring and interesting stories about the life and times of Guru Nanak. While the language may be contemporary, at its core this narrative has the same venerable feel that marked the tone of Janamsakhis written centuries ago. Through this work, the author has tried to
make the life of the Guru more accessible to the current generation. This book enlightens as much as it informs, while focussing on the Guru’s teachings as well as the various udasis (travels) he undertook to spread the message of brotherhood, equality and love. This book will be of immense value to anyone with a particular interest in religious studies, Indian history or in simply learning more about the life of Guru
Nanak.

GOLDEN TEMPLE-Editor (Wilco Publishing House) Golden Temple, as it is generally known, is the holiest shrine of the Sikh Religion. The Sikhs call it 'Harmandir' or temple of God. Located in Amritsar, Punjab (India), the temple which is coated in gold is visited by countless pilgrims not only from India, but from around the World. This book on the 'Golden Temple', narrates the history of the place that was once
visited by Buddha and also Guru Nanak, the founder of the Sikh Religion. It tells you how the Sikhs revere this holiest of shrines and also about the intricacies and rituals that are performed in this temple.
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The Great Guru Nanak Vol.1-Gurdeyal Singh 2019-10-23 This book gives a brief introduction to the founder of the Sikh faith - Guru Nanak. It narrates their early life, miracles and short stories of inspiration. It is a brilliant primer for all interested in the Sikh faith.This edition has been edited and can now easily be used by Sikh Studies and Religious Studies teachers. The revision questions at the end of each
chapter have been answered at the end of the book, thus providing a resource for easy lesson planning.

Guru Nanak : His Life & Teachings (Hindi)-Roopinder Singh

The Great Guru Nanak Vol.2-Gurdeyal Singh 2020-11-30 This book continues the short inspirational stories from the life and times of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Jee - the first Sikh Guru, continuing where volume 1 left off. This book tells a selection of moral and spiritually uplifting lessons for Sikhs and non-Sikhs alike. Each chapter has revision questions and answers to make it an excellent educational tool.

Historical Dictionary of Sikhism-Louis E. Fenech 2014-06-11 Sikhism traces its beginnings to Guru Nanak, who was born in 1469 and died in 1538 or 1539. With the life of Guru Nanak the account of the Sikh faith begins, all Sikhs acknowledging him as their founder. Sikhism has long been a little-understood religion and until recently they resided almost exclusively in northwest India. Today the total number of
Sikhs is approximately twenty million worldwide. About a million live outside India, constituting a significant minority in the United Kingdom, Canada, and the United States. Many of them are highly visible, particularly the men, who wear beards and turbans, and they naturally attract attention in their new countries of domicile. This third edition of Historical Dictionary of Sikhism covers its history through a
chronology, an introductory essay, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has over 1000 cross-referenced entries on key persons, organizations, the principles, precepts and practices of the religion as well as the history, culture and social arrangements. This book is an excellent access point for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about Sikhism.

Guru Gobind Singh, 1666-1708-J. S. Grewal 2019 This comprehensive study of the life and legacy of Guru Gobind Singh is based on contemporary and near contemporary sources in Gurmukhi, Persian and English. It studies the ideological background and the political context for the institution of the Khalsa, the most momentous event of Guru Gobind Singh's life. It linked his literary and political activity before
the institution of the Khalsa and the subsequent confrontation with the Mughal state, resulting in theestablishment of Khalsa Raj.

The Khalsa-J. S. Grewal 2004 This Book Demonstrates That Historiography Is A Dynamic Process. The Five Major Sikh Writers Analysed In The Book Present Differences Of Factual Detail, Objectives And Approach. With Its Multiple Perspectives On The Khalsa, This Book Introduces The Subject In A Manner That No Single Perspective Can Do. It Should Be Of Interest To Those Concerned With The Sikh Tradition
And Its Study, And Also To Those Concerned With Other Religious Traditions.

Sikhism-Jon Mayled 2003 Looks at Sikhism, including its history, manner of worship, festivals, customs, and culture.

Guru Gobind Singh Ji's Zafurnamah-Harjeet Singh Gandhi 2021-04-15 In the time of Mughal rule, in the land of Bhaaratvarsh (India), an oath is written on a copy of the Qur'an and then broken by the officers of the Emperor Aurangzeb. Guru Gobind Singh, the tenth Sikh Guru, fighting for the right to socio-religious equality, is duped by that very oath leading his family into an ambush, where he suffers the loss
of all his sons, his mother and many of his men. Rather than accept defeat, he rises like a phoenix, disregarding his own pain, and writes a scathing condemnation to Aurangzeb, in which he claims a moral victory for the Almighty. This is the story of a mortal man with an indomitable spirit who demonstrates an insatiable trust in God. Written in couplets, the poetic epistle Zafurnamah demonstrates the courage and
faith of the tenth Guru of Khalas human beings, those who came to be known as the Khalsaa.

International Bibliography of Sikh Studies-Rajwant Singh Chilana 2006-01-16 The International Bibliography of Sikh Studies brings together all books, composite works, journal articles, conference proceedings, theses, dissertations, project reports, and electronic resources produced in the field of Sikh Studies until June 2004, making it the most complete and up-to-date reference work in the field today. One of
the youngest religions of the world, Sikhism has progressively attracted attention on a global scale in recent decades. An increasing number of scholars is exploring the culture, history, politics, and religion of the Sikhs. The growing interest in Sikh Studies has resulted in an avalanche of literature, which is now for the first time brought together in the International Bibliography of Sikh Studies. This monumental
work lists over 10,000 English-language publications under almost 30 subheadings, each representing a subfield in Sikh Studies. The Bibliography contains sections on a wide variety of subjects, such as Sikh gurus, Sikh philosophy, Sikh politics and Sikh religion. Furthermore, the encyclopedia presents an annotated survey of all major scholarly work on Sikhism, and a selective listing of electronic and web-based
resources in the field. Author and subject indices are appended for the reader’s convenience.

Around the Golden Temple-Narinderjit Singh 1973

Historical Writings on the Sikhs, 1784-2011-J. S. Grewal 2012

Guru Gobind Singh, 1666-1708-J. S. Grewal 2019 This comprehensive study of the life and legacy of Guru Gobind Singh is based on contemporary and near contemporary sources in Gurmukhi, Persian and English. It studies the ideological background and the political context for the institution of the Khalsa, the most momentous event of Guru Gobind Singh's life. It linked his literary and political activity before
the institution of the Khalsa and the subsequent confrontation with the Mughal state, resulting in the establishment of Khalsa Raj.

NNJGMagazine 2015-Nanak Naam Jahaj Gurudwara 2015-04-19 Nanak Naam Jahaj Gurudwara Magazine 2015

My Life : Guru Nanak Dev-Gurpreet Singh 2019-11-10 India is the land of great saints. Masters, Gurus and Philosophers who had given this world a new vision about the immortal value and message of humanities. In India Guru is always considered on a higher position than the God. The immense boon show showered on you is because of Guru only. The period of Guru Nanak to Guru Gobind Singh was a period of
oppression of Hindu culture. The Hindu society was getting engrossed in evil like the theory of incarnation, idol-worship, untouchability and so on.But the appearance of Sikh Gurus has given nector to the Indian society and the perversion of the society ended. For them all the people of the world were like a family. There is a strong emphasis on equality and service. This encourages a spirit of cooperation and an
equal sharing of resources. Although, the great soul has departed for His heavenly abode , but He will remain in the mortal world with His teachings. The book presents His life sketch, views and teachings in an easy to understand language, for the well being of our society. A must read book for everyone.

The Sikhs-Rajwant Singh 1989

Puffin Lives: Guru Nanak-Sreelatha Menon 2011-11-25

The Life, Travels and Teachings of Guru Nanak-Simerjit Kaur 2017-07-04 The Guru Nanak is a great name in the history of world. He is prophet of peace and good will and his birth in India is a turning point in the civilization of the world. The Allama Iqbal praises the Guru Nanak through his Nazam titled 'Nanak' as, "After an age, once again the temple became radiant; the house of Aazar* shone with the glory
of Ibhrahim. The Punjab gave call for Unity; and the Hindustan was awakened from its deep slumber by a man who is complete, the Mard-e-Kamil* Nanak." In this way, the famous poet Alama Iqbal brings the Guru Nanak on the centre stage of the world. At that time, the whole world was in dark, all great teachings had been forgotten, the ruler had become tyrant and corrupt. The condition of the women was
miserable. The caste system was crushing the oppressed. All of a sudden history repeated itself. Thus, the Guru Nanak was sent to earth to spread the message of One God. The Guru Nanak had started a movement to overthrow peacefully of an existing order and replacing it by a historically more progressive one which began to be called Sikhism. The Guru Nanak had understood that the contemporary society has
been sinked in fake rituals, superstitions, caste system and in idol worship. Hence he started enlightening the people about the supremacy of an Almighty. He condemned the barbarities of Muslim invaders and upper class Hindus as well. The fake rituals and tradition, superstitions, idol worship and caste system created by Hindu front-runners had worsen the condition of society.Different historians hold divergent
views about the birth, and travels of Guru Nanak Dev. This work is manly focus on the "Life and Excursions Guru Nanak" in scripts of Rattan Singh Bhangu and Giani Gian Singh. For the present study Rattan Singh Bhangu's Pracheen Panth Parkash and Giani Gian Singh Twarikh Guru Khalsa have been critically analysed to comprehend their views on Guru Nanak. The Author has tried her best to portray an
accurate image of the life and travels of Guru Nanak, through this book.

Golden Crystal-Ranjit Singh [Author]

Guru Haragobind in Sikh Tradition-Gurabacana Siṅgha Naīara 1998 The monograph presents ample sources on the life and times of Guru Hargobind. As paucity of material usually leads to the embarrassment of historians and writers, resultantly very little work has been done on the subject. The present research having been based on the acknowledged conventional sources, portrays the Sixth Guru in Sikh
tradition notwithstanding thorough historical scrutiny. It meticulously reveals how Guru Hargobind revolutionalised the minds of his disciples by giving them practical doses in dharama yudha rendering unique service to his countrymen consisting of all the three main communities inhabiting the Punjab viz. the Hindus, Sikhs and Muslims. The Gurdwaras immortalising the sanctimonius memory of the life and
activities of the sixth Master have also been taken up in this treatise.
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As this guru nanak dev ji history in punjabi language, it ends happening innate one of the favored ebook guru nanak dev ji history in punjabi language collections that we have. This is why you remain in
the best website to see the amazing books to have.
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Right here, we have countless ebook guru nanak dev ji history in punjabi language and collections to check out. We additionally pay for variant types and along with type of the books to browse. The
up to standard book, fiction, history, novel, scientific research, as capably as various new sorts of books are readily easily reached here.
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